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ABSTRACT 

 

We aim to create a simple java-based application that displays various category-

based images from the database to the users so that the users can freely use our 

images to enhance their projects. The concept of our project is similar to “Getty 

images.com” or “Pinterest”. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

 

Our image gallery can provide images based on 

various categories such as sports, entertainment, 

landscape, etc. Our aim to provide stock images, 

editorial photos for consumers and business 

professionals. Users can use our creative images to 

their advantage by using it in their projects, websites, 

etc.  

 

TOOLS USED 

 

• Java Abstract Window Toolkit (AWT) or Java 

Swings for frontend. 

• JDBC connectivity for connection between Java 

and Database. 

 
 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

 

In Some pre-existing image galleries for providing 

images, where the users need images for their 
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projects, for that they have to search it online, 

instead of that our program can provide categorized 

images just by storing our code, any preferable image 

can be used by the user instead of searching from 

different places. Our aim is to provide images offline 

to its registered users and also provide permissions to 

add/update/delete the the images or categories to the 

admin. The images will be retrieved directly from the 

database where they are stored by the admins as per 

[1]. The user has to choose the image category of 

his/her necessity from the list of pre-stored categories 

provided. Basically the anyone who is executing the 

code, user has to first sign-in or login, if the user 

doesn’t have any login credentials, then the user has 

to first register and then sign-in. If the user has 

logged in through the admin credentials, then he/she 

will have various set of privileges to perform some 

actions, i.e, to add/update/delete the images and 

categories. If someone logs in through end-user 

credentials, then he/she will have the viewing 

privileges [2].  

 

While in the back-end, the java code and theMysql 

database are connected through the JDBC 

connectivity as per [3]. As shown in the figure, JDBC 

is the main link between the Java code and the Mysql 

database, through which we are going to extract the 

Images stored the database and display for the user in 

the running java code. In the front-end, Java Abstract 

Window Toolkit (AWT), displays the output, where 

in, the retrieved images from the database using sql 

queries are displayed according to the specified 

layout [4]. The Sql queries will be written inside the 

java code and using JDBC that queries will be fired 

and the target images will be displayed [5],[6]. Also, 

along with images, their short description will be 

displayed which is stored in the database [7]. 

 

In the database, the path of the image will be stored 

and through that paths the images will be targeted. If 

time permits, we have planned to use a compression 

technique to compress our images as per [8], to make 

our software web based as per [9]. And also, various 

other future scopes are listed in the upcoming slide. 

 

III. ER DIAGRAM USED 

 

 
 

IV. WORKING 

 

As we run the code, the first thing that comes on 

screen is the Login/register Page. If the user has 

already registered then he/she has to put their 

credentials and the password in-order to log-in. Also, 

there are two types of user: 1) Naive User or Client 

and 2) The Admin. If the user hasn’t registered the 

he/she has to first register themselves and then log-in 

through the log-in page. 

 

 
Login Page 

 

If incorrect credentials are entered the user cannot 

proceed further and get an error stating “Incorrect 

Username/Password!”  
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Message Page 

Once the user has logged in, he/she (client) will find 

one option to view images according to the category 

and if the admin has logged in then it will find 

various options like, to view images, to add users and 

view users. 

  

 
Admin Login 

 
Admin Functionalities 

 
User Functionalities 

 

The admin can add users by entering username and 

password, 

  

Creating New user and can also view all the users 

registered. Whereas the naive user or client just can 

view the images which are provided and can then use 

them as per his/her need. 

  

User List 

 

When user/admin clicks on view images, a tab of 

different categories of images appears such as Sports, 

Technology, entertainment, etc. 

 

 
Category Page 

 

When user/admin clicks on any category images of 

that category will appear. User/admin can click Next 

and Previous buttons to view Next and Previous 

images respectively. 
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Image Gallery 

 

V. FUTURE SCOPE 

 

In future, we can store our whole database online and 

we can give user the access to add/remove their own 

personal image gallery.  

Also, we could add a feature where admin and user 

can upload the categories based on video and audio 

files. We could also provide payment system so that 

users can enjoy copyright free images all in one place 

and payment details can be saved for future use.  

Also, we want to use machine learning to classify the 

category of images, by doing that it will reduce the 

time consumed by manually segregating images. 

 

VI. CONCLUSION 

 

Taking into consideration the increase in usage of 

online categorized image storages for any purpose, 

i.e., in projects, presentations, collections, etc, and 

also to the uploading and downloading of them, we 

successfully have created a Java-Database Image 

gallery where and any user can sing-up and then can 

use the high quality images for whatever purpose 

they need. 
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